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I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular iodine (I 2 ) has been a real workhorse of spectroscopic and dynamic studies in all possible phases. As a consequence, rather detailed picture of electronic state structure and spectroscopy of this diatomic model system has been developed during the past decades, especially in the gasphase. 1, 2 According to Mulliken's classification, electronic states of I 2 can be sorted by their neutral (valence states) or ionic (ion-pair states) atomic dissociation asymptotes. Iodine has 23 valence states in the Hund's case c coupling scheme, 3 which correlate to neutral atomic dissociation limits ( 2 P). Ten of the states correlate with lowest energy dissociation asymptote I( 2 P 3/2 ) + I( 2 P 3/2 ) (shortly I+I). Another set of ten states correlate with the I( 2 P 3/2 ) + I*( 2 P 1/2 ) (I+I*) asymptote and three states with the highest limit with I*( 2 P 1/2 ) + I*( 2 P 1/2 ) (I*+I*). Dissociation limits are separated in energy by spin-orbit splitting of iodine ∼8000 cm −1 (Ref. 1) . The ion-pair states of I 2 (IP) correlate with dissociation limits, where the products are ionic: I − ( 1 S) or I + ( 3 P, 1 D, 1 
S).
There are all together 20 IP states grouped in three distinct tiers with six IP states and one ungerade-gerade pair. 7 In the gas-phase the first tier is located ∼40 000-41 000 cm −1 above the ground state with ionic limit I + ( 3 P 2 ) + I − ( 1 S 1 ) (Ref. 8) . The six states located in first tier (in energetic order) are: D (2 g ), β(1 g ), D(0 + u ), E(0 + g ), γ (1 u ), and δ (2 u ). The second tier, ∼7000 cm −1 above the first tier, consists likewise of six IP states: f(0 + g ), g(0 − g ), F(0 + u ), G(1 g ), h(0 − u ), and H(1 u ) (Refs. 4 and 9).
The IP states in the gas-phase or in a symmetrical solvation environment are non-polar states in a sense that the a) E-mail: eero.j.hulkko@jyu.fi. I-atoms are undistinguishable. The IP states can be described by a simple resonance structure + I-I − ↔ − I-I + (Ref. 10) . Matrix isolation of iodine in solid rare gases provides an excellent opportunity to study and test photodynamical principles in a weakly pertubating isolated environment. 11 Perturbation of the surrounding rare gas matrix can be considered fairly mild, when I 2 valence state potentials are considered, but strong for states involving IP character. The key question is how the interaction of these states, which are non-polar for isolated molecules, with the environment modifies their properties and to what extent the interaction leads to symmetry breaking and delocalization of charge to the rare gas atoms. In this regard, there are two competing effects: (i) symmetry breaking leading to dipole formation and subsequent gain in solvation energy in a polarizable host, and (ii) exchange interaction which tends to keep the system symmetric. The existing experimental data indicates symmetry breaking for the relaxed ion-pair state in Ar and Kr hosts based on strong shift of the emission with respect to the gas-phase. 5 Another indication of matrix assisted symmetry breaking is significant bond elongation of IP states in solid Ar (0.1 Å) and Kr (0.2 Å) (Ref. 12) . Simulations by Yu and Coker explained these spectral observations and gave a detailed picture of the partial charge localization and strong solvation of IP states in solid argon and krypton. 10 It is however notable that no similar evidence of symmetry breaking is present in absorption of IP states, indicating that nuclear relaxation is required for this process.
The IP states have been extensively used for probing ultrafast dynamics of various valence states of I 2 through laser induced fluorescence (LIF) (Refs. [13] [14] [15] . Despite the importance of these states to ultrafast dynamical studies, exact nature of these IP states seems still somewhat unclear, and has therefore attracted much recent revival of interest. In particular, relaxation and dissociation mechanisms through dense IP state manifolds and amplified spontaneous emission upon laser excitation, [16] [17] [18] influence of foreign molecules to the relaxation, 9, 19 and dynamics of IP states 7, 20, 21 are of high current interest, especially in the I 2 gas-phase spectroscopy.
One of the major goals in the femtochemistry research is not only to measure dynamics but also to control the processes by electromagnetic fields. In this regard, condensed rare gases are particularly well suited for developing and testing control strategies involving dynamics of charge-transfer states. We have recently suggested a scheme for controlling a bimolecular reaction between iodine and a xenon atom via preparation of ground state vibrational wavepackets using coherent Raman techniques. 22 However, the realization of this scheme requires detailed knowledge of the spectroscopy of iodine and I 2 -Xe complex in solid rare gases. In this work, we present VUV-absorption, UV-VIS-NIR emission, fs-CARS, and pump-probe studies of I 2 /Xe/Kr ternary systems with the goal of developing a thorough picture of the nature and spectroscopy of the interaction between ion-pair states of iodine and xenon in solid rare gases. Figure 1 depicts relevant I 2 gas-phase potentials for this work with observed transitions in mixed matrices of Kr and Xe.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Gaseous samples containing iodine and rare gas (Kr and/or Xe, AGA) were prepared in a high vacuum system, which was typically evacuated to 10 −6 mbar pressure prior to sample preparation. Solid iodine was purified by several annealing-freezing cycles under a high vacuum condition, and iodine was stored in a Pyrex bulb connected to a sample preparation system. In order to find stable iodine pressure, iodine was left to sublimate up to vapor pressure of 0.20-0.30 Torr. When stable iodine pressure was obtained, rare gas was added until ratio of I 2 /Rg∼1/2600 was reached. Samples containing both Xe and Kr were prepared in the same manner as described above.
A continuous flow liquid helium cryostat (Janis Research Company, Inc.) was used to maintain low temperatures for matrix preparation and experiments. The cryostat was equipped with MgF 2 windows and a thin (150 μm) sapphire sample substrate. The cryostat was evacuated to ∼10 −6 mbar prior to cooling. Matrix deposition onto a cold sapphire substrate was controlled with a needle valve (Leybold) and a capacitance manometer (MKS), and temperature of the substrate was measured with a silicon diode and controlled with a Lakeshore 330 temperature controller. Typical deposition rate was ∼0.1 mmol/min and total deposited amount was ∼4 mmol. Optically acceptable matrices for VUV absorption, fs-CARS, and pump-probe measurements were obtained at 40 K for krypton and mixed matrices, and at 50 K for pure xenon matrix. In emission experiments, 19 K and 40 K were chosen as deposition temperatures for krypton and xenon, respectively. Emission spectrum of I 2 in solid Kr showed similar spectral features after deposition at 40 K and 19 K. All measurements were carried out at 5-50 K.
Detection system used in absorption and emission measurements was constructed from an image intensified charge coupled device (ICCD, Andor) and a 12.5 cm spectrograph (Oriel MS 125) equipped with 600 (blaze wavelength 200 nm), and 400 (blaze wavelength 500 nm) grooves/mm gratings. In absorption measurements, a D 2 lamp (Cathodeon) was used as a VUV/UV light source. In VUV measurements, oxygen was removed from the light path outside the cryostat by an efficient nitrogen purge. Laser induced fluorescence was recorded upon excitation of sample at 193 nm by an ArF excimer laser (Optex, pulse length 5-10 ns). Methanol in a 1 cm quartz cuvette was used to reduce laser line at 193 nm before the detection system and an optical cut-off filter was used to filter out 2nd order diffraction emission lines. Lifetime measurements were carried out by a time gated ICCD, where time gating and delays were set up with a delay generator (Stanford Research Systems). The term "delay" in emission refers to the time when the measurement gate opens after a triggering pulse to the excitation laser. The delay parameter was experimentally adjusted to a value t = 770 ns. At this time position first rising emission component was observed in the spectra of I 2 samples after the laser excitation. Note that the absolute value of the delay t has no physical significance. It only approximately defines the starting position of emission in our experimental setup. This fixed t value was used in most emission experiments. In some experiments the delay value was adjusted 200 ns further in time (t+200 ns) in order to filter out fast emission components. The term "gate" defines gathering time of emission after the set delay (typically for short gating 20 ns or for long gating 6 μs or 10 μs).
Femtosecond CARS (fs-CARS) and pump-probe measurements were carried out using three non-collinear optical parametric amplifiers (NOPAs) generating the used Pump, Stokes (used only in fs-CARS measurements), and Probe pulses. Our home-built NOPAs were pumped by a second harmonic radiation (400 nm) of an integrated femtosecond Ti: sapphire laser (Coherent Libra), with a ∼1 mJ output at 800 nm with a repetition rate of 1 kHz. Alternatively, a commercial OPA (TOPAS, Light Conversion Ltd.), pumped with a fundamental frequency of the femtosecond laser, was used for generation of probe pulse in some experiments. Pulses were delayed using a computer controlled delay line (Aerotech) with a step of 20 fs. Temporal widths of the pump, Stokes, and probe pulses were approximated by autocorrelation measurements to be ∼50-60 fs when NOPAs were used, and ∼100 fs (uncompressed) when commercial OPA was used. A cooled photomultiplier tube (PMT) was used for detection of spatially and spectrally filtered coherent CARS signal. Incoherent spectrally resolved pump-probe signal was detected as a function of probe delay using the time gated ICCD described above, with the exception that no spectral filtering of the signal was used. The pump-probe setup was also used to study "non-dynamical" dissociation of I 2 in solid Xe at T = 10 K and T = 50 K. The I 2 /Xe samples were irradiated with 548 nm fs-pulses, while simultaneously measuring the changes in incoherent emission generated by the fs-pulses as a function of irradiation time. with a suitable linear function in the shown region and normalized to the maxima of the absorption feature. In the pure Kr case (Xe = 0%), the absorption contains a strong main feature (ν max = 53 600 cm −1 ), and a broad shoulder-like feature to the red from the main band (ν max = 51 400 cm −1 ). Two absorptions are qualitatively shown by a fit with two Gaussian functions in the lowest spectrum in Figure 2 . The area of the main feature is highlighted with a dense red diagonal pattern, and the shoulder feature with a cyan pattern. The main feature in pure krypton has been reported previously and assigned as X → D (ground state to D ion-pair state) electronic transition, 5 and has been assigned as such in the Figure 2 . The intensity of the red wing showed slight variation between samples and it could be bleached under static D 2 -lamp irradiation, with very long time scales. Also, intensity of the transition decreased upon purification of iodine, implying that the feature probably belongs to an impurity in I 2 .
III. RESULTS

A. UV/VUV absorption
Significant change in absorption spectrum can be observed when Xe is added to the sample. The apparent shape of the absorption broadens, and the maximum of the whole VUV absorption feature shifts strongly toward lower energies, even with trace amounts of Xe. Even though absorptions are not spectrally well resolved, the change can easily be explained by appearance of a new redshifted absorption, induced, and enhanced by the increasing presence of Xe in the I 2 /Kr matrix (ν max = 51 200 cm −1 , redshift of 2400 cm −1 ). Varying the Xe doping ratio from 0% to 0.5% (four lowest spectra in Figure 2 ), reveals a systematic increase in the relative intensity of the redshifted absorption. In an attempt to capture the shape change and the redshift with low Xe doping, the VUV absorption feature has been fitted with two Gaussian functions, representing the main absorption present in the I 2 /Kr (red pattern) and the Xe-induced band in the mixed matrices (blue pattern). Note that the enhanced absorbance is located almost exactly on top of the presumed impurity absorption already present in pure Kr. Nonetheless, already at the doping level of 0.1%, the increase of the intensity induced by interaction of iodine with Xe is clearly distinguishable.
It is remarkable that the intensity of the 51 200 cm −1 band is comparable with the intensity of the I 2 band at 53 600 cm −1 , even with a Xe ratio of 0.1%. With Xe ratio of 0.5% the Xe-induced band already completely dominates the absorption spectrum. We also observe some bleaching of the Xe-induced band with D 2 irradiation, but our results are inconclusive in this regard. While doping with low levels of Xe causes a dramatic shape change, and strong redshift of the absorption band, the more extensive doping gradually redshifts Xe-induced absorption toward the absorption band maximum of I 2 in pure Xe matrix. More extensive doping reveals yet another spectral feature, not observed in the pure Kr, and in the lowest Xe doping levels. Blue wing of the absorption feature appeared and gained intensity upon more extensive Xe doping. Appearance of this new feature ∼55 200 cm −1 (highlighted with a black interior) is also included in our fitting procedure. New absorption is already weakly visible at Xe = 1.0%, and more clearly at higher Xe ratios. Going from low xenon levels toward pure xenon, the Xe-induced band (51 200 cm −1 ), and the blueshifted band (55 200 cm −1 ) both show very distinctive redshift of 2100 cm −1 to 49 100 cm −1 , and to 53 100 cm −1 , respectively.
B. Emission
The effect of Xe doping in emission after 193 nm excitation is represented in Figure 3 . In krypton (Xe = 0%) main emission was observed in ∼26 000-23 000 cm −1 region, and less intensive emission doublet in the visible region with maxima at 17 300 cm −1 and 15 900 cm −1 . The main emission band structure at ∼26 000-23 000 cm −1 has an intense central peak at 24 000 cm −1 and distinctive shoulder at 24 900 cm −1 , more clearly resolved at T = 5 K (not shown). Observed emissions in krypton have been previously characterized as transitions originating from the two lowest ion-pair tiers to various valence states of I 2 , and have been tentatively assigned 5, 10, 23, 24 in the Figure 3 . Exciting the I 2 /Kr matrix with ArF laser results also in a weak emission in the UVregion at 31 200 cm −1 , now assigned as F → a transition. 25 Most pronounced change in emission as function of Xe doping (between 0.1% and 2%) is a systematic loss of intensity from the main emission structure and the visible region emissions relative to the UV-emission. The intensity loss effect is very dramatic even with our lowest Xe ratio of 0.1%, and continues systematically to higher Xe ratios. Slightly less pronounced effects of Xe doping are the spectral changes in the UV-emission (31 200 cm −1 ), the main emission (26 000-23 000 cm −1 ), and the visible emissions (17 300 cm −1 and 15 900 cm −1 ). The UV-emission shows a mild redshift of ∼100 cm −1 , going from Xe = 0% to Xe = 2%. However, we note that our experimental accuracy is of the same order (100 cm −1 ). Second, blue shoulder of the main emission with maximum at 24 900 cm −1 is reduced relative to the most intense band in the main structure at 24 000 cm −1 with increasing amount of Xe in the matrix. Simultaneously, the red-wing of the main feature is enhanced and begins to resemble a peaklike structure with a maximum at 23 600 cm −1 , most clearly visible in the spectrum with 2% of Xe. In order to highlight the observed change in the main emission, difference spectra of Xe doped matrices compared to pure Kr case is represented in Figure 4 , where spectra have been normalized to the center (24 000 cm −1 ) of the main emission. Associated with the relative change in the main feature, emissions in the visible region (15 900 cm −1 and 17 300 cm −1 ) exchange their relative intensities in favor of the red-most feature. The red-most emission in the visible region shows an apparent redshift of ∼200 cm −1 while the position of the blue-most emission is All of the emissions shown in Figure 3 have very short lifetimes, of the order of 20 ns in pure Kr and slightly Xe doped matrices. However, Xe doping induces another spectral change already weakly visible in the panel (a) of the Figure 5 . Increasing Xe in the matrix enhances long lived (lifetime of ∼4 μs) and sharp visible transitions at 14 400 cm −1 , 14 800 cm −1 , and 15 400 cm −1 , relative to the red-most emission at 15 900 cm −1 . Observed long lived transition have also been characterized as emissions originating from doubly spin-excited (I*+I*) repulsive valence states of I 2 , which are stabilized by the surrounding matrix cage. 26 In order to clarify the positions and relative intensity change of the long lived transitions, delay of the time gate was adjusted from t to t + 200 ns. This procedure effectively filters out the fast emissions shown in the panel (a) of the Figure 5 , leaving only the very long lived emissions shown in the panel (b). Normalization factor used in panel (a) was also imposed on the spectra in panel (b). Significant changes in emission can be observed when large amount of Xe is added to the matrix (2%-50%), or Kr environment is completely changed to Xe. Figure 6 represents how observed emissions change from pure Kr to pure Xe. Shape of the main emission at ∼26 000-23 000 is narrowed, and redshifted by 700 cm −1 (from maxima in Kr at 24 000 cm −1 ), in a range of Xe = 0% to 17%. In the same range of Xe ratios the UV-emission shows a similar redshift of 500 cm −1 . Simultaneously, the visible doublet of ion-pair emissions disappears almost completely, and are replaced by spin-orbit transitions shown in the Figure 5 . The long lived spin-orbit transitions show only a mild redshift ∼100 cm −1 within range of Xe = 0%-17%. With the Xe ratio of 50%, emission spectrum looks dramatically different from spectra from samples with less Xe. Even though the main emission observed at lower Xe ratios is possibly still weakly present (redshifted to ∼23 000 cm −1 ), the spectrum is dominated by a new broad emission with a maximum at 25 800 cm −1 . It is also clear that sharp spin-orbit transitions in the visible region have gained strength. Going from 50% to pure Xe matrix, the spin-orbit transitions continue to increase their relative intensity, and the broad emission in the 25 800 cm −1 changes its shape to a continuum-type of emission with a distinct maximum at 26 500 cm −1 . Associated with the increase in the continuum-type of emission, weaker emissions around 19 000 cm −1 and 22 000 cm −1 gain also strength, implying common origin of the emissions. These transitions have longer life-times (∼130 ns) than the IP emissions observed in the pure Kr. We performed I 2 dissociation studies in solid Xe at T = 10 K and T = 50 K by irradiating the sample with fs-548 nm excitation (corresponding to two-photon excitation of ∼274 nm). In these studies we could only observe increase of the broad 25 800 cm −1 emission and the increase of two visible emissions (19 000 cm −1 and 22 000 cm −1 ). Simultaneously sharp spin-orbit transitions decreased their intensity. No evidence of other transitions were observed in the irradiation studies (see supplementary material S1 for details 29 ).
C. Fs-CARS and pump-probe
Two matrices with different Xe doping levels were selected for femtosecond pump-probe studies: I 2 /Kr matrices with Xe = 0% and Xe = 0.1%. Before pump-probe measurements were carried out, the samples were characterized by using fs-CARS technique. In the case of Xe = 0%, the fs-CARS signal showed expectedly only presence of isolated I 2 (Refs. 6 and 27) . When the matrix sample was doped with Xe = 0.1%, in addition to signal from I 2 we could observe definite signal from isolated 1:1 I 2 -Xe complex. 22, 28 The fs-CARS characterization of the matrix with Xe = 0.1% essentially reproduced the our earlier results for high vibrational wavepacket 22 showing that the matrix with Xe = 0.1% already contains significant amount of I 2 -Xe complex (see supplementary material S2 for details of the fs-CARS measurements 29 ).
Spectrally and temporally resolved pump-probe emissions from the matrix with Xe = 0.1%, upon excitation with two femtosecond laser pulses (λ Pump = 558 nm and λ Probe = 620 nm) are shown in the top panel of Figure 7 . The contour image represents time-resolved relaxed emission as a function of delay between the pulses. Analogous measurement was performed for I 2 /Kr matrix as well (not shown). With negative time delays (Probe arriving to the sample before Pump) emission in the 420 nm region is many times stronger than on the positive side (Pump before Probe). There is a clear change of emission as the pulse delay changes from negative to positive. The spectral change is shown in the panels (a) and (b) of the Figure 7 . The panel (a) shows spectra at negative time delay of −3 ps for samples with Xe = 0% and Xe = 0.1%. The lower panel (b) shows corresponding data at positive time delay of +3 ps. Individual transitions have also been suggested in the spectral cuts, where the red and green transitions at t = −3 ps correspond to the first IP tier transitions (D → A , δ → 3 g ), and the blue transitions at t = +3 ps to the second IP tier transitions (F → a , f → B), observed also with a direct 193 nm excitation (see Figure 3 ). Time evolution of the D → A emission (green in panel (a)) is shown in the panel (c) for matrices with Xe = 0% and Xe = 0.1% on the negative delay side. The same for the f → B emission (blue in panel (b)) on the positive side is shown in panel (d). Fitted areas of the respective transitions are depicted in the panels (c) and (d). The matrix with Xe = 0.1% was also studied with different pulse energies (λ Pump = 558 nm and λ Probe = 500 nm, see supplementary material S3 for details 29 ). This combination probes the B-state dynamics in a 1 + 1 photon process. 15 Clear oscillations of the wavepacket on the B-state are evident in all of observed emission bands (period of 360 fs), similarly in pure Kr and Xe doped matrix.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Absorption
In undoped Kr (Xe = 0%), the strong feature at 53 600 cm −1 is with great certainty due to the electronic transition from the I 2 ground state X( 1 + g ,0 + g ) to the D(0 + u ) IP state, based on the dominant = 0 selection rule governing the electronic transitions in the Hund's case c type coupling (see Figure 1(a) ). The transition is slightly redshifted from the gas-phase 30 ( ν gas−Kr = 1200 cm −1 ), due to the dielectric solvation of the surrounding matrix. By a simple notion that we could observe a slight increase in the intensity of the broad redshifted band at 51 400 cm −1 within time scale of weeks when I 2 was stored in our vacuum system, with the observation that the band intensity decreased upon purification of I 2 , implies strongly toward "impurity" origin of the band. Our VUV absorptions are in a good agreement with the previous results by Helbing and Chergui. 5 In our measurements the X → D transition has a maximum at 53 600 cm −1 with FWHM of 2700 cm −1 and a bleaching broad-red wing at 51 400 cm −1 , with FWHM of 4300 cm −1 . In Ref. 5, the maxima (and the widths) were at 53 600 cm −1 (∼3100 cm −1 ) and 51 500 cm −1 (3900 cm −1 ), respectively. Alternative explanation for the observed VUV transitions has also been suggested by Bihary et al., based on different bleaching rates of the absorptions upon 193 nm excitation and the gas-phase energetics of the IP states. 25 They tentatively argued that the red-wing (now assigned as impurity) is actually the parallel X → D and the main emission is the perpendicular X → γ (1 u ) separated in the gas-phase by ∼600 cm −1 . The generated dichroism when unpolarized light is used is responsible for the lack of intensity in X → D. Even though we cannot completely refute this argument, because of we have not measured our VUV spectra with polarized optics, their argument seems very unlikely in the light our observation of the increasing intensity in the redshifted band as a function of storage time.
When Xe is added to Kr matrices, strong systematic change is observed in the VUV absorption (see Figure 2 ). Importantly, a new feature at 51 200 cm −1 (redshift of 2400 cm −1 ) appears already at 0.1% doping level. Kiviniemi et al. have previously characterized in great detail the effect of Xe on the I 2 ground state vibrational frequency in Kr matrices using the fs-CARS technique. 28 In this earlier publication by our group it was estimated from the band amplitudes of I 2 and I 2 -Xe complex that a ratio as high as ∼1/3 of the I 2 molecules are in the 1:1 complex form, when Xe to Kr ratio is 0.1% and I 2 /Kr = 1/2600. Our CARS results, where we have prepared our matrices with identical gas ratios and matrix preparation parameters (temperature, flow rate) are in a good qualitative agreement with the earlier results, implying that in our case at least significant part of the iodine molecules are in the 1:1 complex form (see supplementary material S2 for details 29 ). The CARS observations indicate directly that the new absorption feature in the slightly Xe doped matrices most likely belongs to the 1:1 I 2 -Xe complex isolated in solid Kr environment.
Even though VUV absorptions of molecular I 2 are fairly well understood in the gas-phase (see Ref. 1), very limited number of studies actually concern environmentally mediated changes of absorption of these high energy IP states, or effects induced by the solid environments. To our knowledge VUV absorption in solid Xe has not been reported previously. On the other hand, it is well-known that iodine forms complexes with many hydrocarbons that show clear charge-transfer absorptions which are strongly redshifted from the IP absorption of iodine, classic example being the I 2 -benzene complex [31] [32] [33] [34] with a strong charge-transfer absorption slightly below 300 nm. In the present case the Xe induced absorption in the VUV is broadened from 2700 cm −1 to 4800 cm −1 implying that the excited state has changed character. It is not however obvious, what is the exact nature of the Xe-induced absorption. Two plausible explanations can be suggested in the case of isolated I 2 -Xe complex: r the state is a charge-transfer state between complex partners (Xe + -(I 2 ) − ). r the state is a "pure" IP state of iodine (I + -I − ), which is symmetry broken by the Xe atom in the first solvation shell, resulting in a permanent dipole state.
To elaborate the first possibility, we can make an estimation where the charge-transfer absorption would be in the matrix isolated I 2 -Xe complex using
where IP(Xe) is the first ionization potential of Xe (IP(Xe) 28 This simple calculation gives estimation of 7.9 eV (63 700 cm −1 ) for absorption maximum of the linear complex and 6.6 eV (52 800 cm −1 ) for the T-shaped complex. The electrostatic solvation inside Kr matrix can be estimated using classical solvation models introduced by Onsager 37
where is the dielectric constant of Kr ( = 1.784 (Ref. 38) ), μ is the difference of dipole moments between the ground state (μ G = 0) and the charge-transfer state (μ CT, linear = 28.9 D, μ CT, T − shape = 17.9 D), and the d is the diameter of a spherical cavity (d = 8.43 Å (Ref. 39) ). We can expect the charge-transfer band of I 2 -Xe to be further redshifted in the linear complex ∼1.1 eV and in the T-shaped complex ∼0.4 eV. The charge-transfer absorption (I − 2 -Xe + ) can be expected to be very close in energy (estimated 54 400 cm −1 for linear and 49 300 cm −1 for T-shaped) of the first IP state tier of I 2 in solid Kr.
The second possible explanation for the redshifted VUV absorption is the symmetry breaking of the I 2 IP state. Helbing and Chergui concluded in their study that I 2 shows no charge delocalization to a pure solid Ne, Ar, or Kr in low tem-perature matrices. 5 Their VUV absorption results also imply that absorbing IP states of I 2 have a gas-phase-type symmetry. Manifestation of this is the abnormally small matrix shift of X → D absorption compared to the observed emissions from the first IP tier. For example, when I 2 is imbedded in a Kr matrix X → D absorption redshifts only by a 1200 cm −1 , while the observed emissions redshift close to a 5000 cm −1 from the gas-phase. Within the classical solvation model (Eq. (2) ), the small matrix shift in absorption implies that no significant dipole is present within the absorbing I 2 molecule. The observed redshift of 1200 cm −1 from the gas-phase can be purely attributed to changes in orbital energies due to interaction with the dielectric environment. Another implication of the gas-phase-type symmetry in Ref. 5 is the fact that the line width of X → D absorption (∼3000 cm −1 ) is very similar in the matrices and in the gas-phase. The symmetry breaking of the I 2 IP states has recently been suggested as the reason for the discrepancy between the matrix shifts in absorption and emission. 10 Yu and Coker showed using the DIM-DIIS calculations that emitting IP states of I 2 in solid Ar and Kr have a permanent dipole. Iodine atoms acquire partial charges (and are hence strongly solvated) when the polarizable matrix environment distorts around I 2 molecule excited to the IP state.
We think that a similar effect could explain the redshifted VUV absorption observed in the presence of I 2 -Xe complex. When the iodine in the Xe-complex is excited to the D-state, close interaction with the Xe atom can, and most likely will, break the symmetry of the D-state. This causes an asymmetric charge separation between iodine atoms directly with the excitation (i.e., partially charged I atoms). This complex "Dstate" has a permanent dipole that is strongly and instantaneously solvated by the Kr surroundings without the need of nuclear relaxation. It is also not unthinkable that redshifted absorption in pure Kr at 51 400 cm −1 has the same origin as the Xe-induced absorption, even though we cannot explicitly say what is the "impurity" in our sample. Presence of another molecule in the first solvation shell of I 2 could in principle cause identical asymmetric charge separation effect as our deliberate complexation with Xe. We also note that Xe is the most abundant impurity in our Kr gas (5.0 ppm according to the manufacturer), which could partly explain why we see such an "impurity" band already in pure Kr. Note however that distinction between the two possible mechanisms (charge-transfer, symmetry breaking), without even thinking about the combination of the mechanisms, is not reliably possible simply based on the VUV-data. Unfortunately, no comparable VUV absorption data exist for other mixed rare gas matrices that could directly implicate symmetry breaking. DIM-DIIS or gas-phase ab initio calculation of I 2 -Xe complex IP states could possibly clarify this issue.
At higher Xe doping levels the new absorption shifts gradually to red and this can be understood by increasing the number of Xe atoms in the solvation layer. Finally, in pure xenon the band reaches its final position at 49 100 cm −1 implying a shift of 2100 cm −1 upon changing the environment from krypton to xenon. The shift of this magnitude can only be expected for a strongly polar state. In comparison changing matrix environment from Ne to Kr yields to shift of 600 cm −1 in absorption. 5 The new blue-shifted band at higher energies (55 200 cm −1 ) undergoes a similar shift giving a good reason to believe that it belongs to a charge transfer state as well, possibly a higher energy state of the I 2 -Xe complex. Plausible explanation for band would be transition to symmetry broken F(0 + u ) state, which belongs to the second tier of I 2 ion-pair states. This argument can be rationalized with same strong selection rules as in the case of X → D transition ( = 0, u ↔ g, + ↔ +). In the gas-phase X → F can be reached by single photon excitation with sychrotron radiation at 169 nm, 40 whereas the strong X → D "Cordes band system" is observed in the 170-200 nm region. Separation of the two observed transitions in pure Xe by ∼4000 cm −1 suggest that the blue-shifted transition could indeed be the solvated X → F transition. However, assignment of this transition must be considered tentative until further proof becomes available.
In summary, upon doping a I 2 /krypton matrix with Xe, two distinct processes are observed: (i) single Xe atom induced absorption, caused by the symmetry breaking of the I 2 D-state in the I 2 -Xe (or possibly full or partial charge-transfer within the complex), and (ii) increasing energetic solvation of the Xe-induced state upon adding further Xe atoms, leading ultimately to a strongly polar absorbing state in solid Xe.
B. Emission
In contrast to absorption, as already stated, in emission I 2 shows strong symmetry breaking effects in solid Kr already without any doping with Xe. Emissions from the first IP tier are redshifted by 4700 cm −1 from the gas-phase. The broad main emission structure in solid Kr at 24 000 cm −1 has been assigned to multiple distinct overlapping transitions mainly from the first IP tier (see Figure 1(b) ), namely D (2 g ) → A (2 u ) (I+I), and δ(2 u ) → 3 g (2 g ) (I+I) (Refs. 5 and 10). The band at 24 900 cm −1 in solid Kr might also be β(1 g ) → A(1 u ) (Refs. 14 and 24). Helbing and Chergui argued based on their identical temperature behavior that 15 800 cm −1 and 17 100 cm −1 bands have common emitting states with the two bands in the main emission structure, but transitions terminate to the states with a I+I* limit. The 15 800 cm −1 was assigned in their work as D → 3 u (2 u ) and 17 100 cm −1 band as δ → 1 g (2 g ). The weak UV emission observed in this work (used for normalization in the Figure 3) has not been reported in the literature in Kr, but in analogy to solid Ar this transition can be fairly uniquely assigned to F(0 + u ) → a (0 + g ) (I+I) (Ref. 25 ). This transition originates from the second IP tier, in contrast to most of the other transitions in the pure Kr case, which originate from the first IP tier. In addition to the well separated F → a transition, the main emission structure at 26 000-23 000 cm −1 presumably contains a contribution from another second IP tier transition (f(0 + g ) → B(0 + u )) with a maximum at 423 nm (23 600 cm −1 ). This transition has been previously reported by Gühr et al. in solid Kr. 24 How the second IP tier transitions in solid rare gases are populated upon 193 nm excitation is unclear at the present. Plausible reason would be that excitation with 193 nm leads to a weak absorption of the F-state and the subsequent relaxed emission from the second IP tier states. However, possibility of a population from the D-state by non-abiabatic energy transfer through some unknown mechanism cannot be ruled out.
Subtle changes are observed in the emission spectrum of I 2 /Kr matrices doped with small amounts of Xe (<2%). Notably, Xe doping did not induce any new emission bands or significant shifts in the existing bands. However, remarkable intensity changes in the emission bands take place in this doping range. In particular there is clear tendency that the relative intensities of the emissions from the second IP tier states increases at the expense of the first tier IP states (see Figure 4 ). It is also notable that the relative populations of the two states in the first tier (D ,δ) change as well (see Figures 4 and 5) . Also in this case the lower energy component at (15 900 cm −1 ) increases relatively compared to the higher energy component (17 300 cm −1 ) in the visible region. At the same time, the emission from the spin-orbit excited states relatively increases. Note that already at 2% Xe doping the spin-orbit transitions are clearly observable (see Figure 5 ). Interestingly, very similar effect of increased Dstate population is observed at higher temperatures of pure I 2 /Kr matrices. 5 This however might be a pure coincidence. This sequence can be understood by the following model: Interaction of the IP states with Xe atoms lead to increased solvation energy which leads to curve crossing with the repulsive spin-orbit excited states and non-radiative relaxation to them. The curve crossing occurs earlier for the first IP tier states that explains why emission from them decreases relatively. At the same time there is very little effect on the shape of the emission spectra upon complexation which seems to indicate that the change in solvation energy upon addition of one Xe atom is relatively small. We can estimate it assuming that addition of each Xe atom in the first solvation shell increases solvation energy linearly. The spectral shift for absorption is 2100 cm −1 for a Xe-I 2 complex when going from Kr to Xe environment. The number of nearest neighbors for I 2 in fcc lattice is 18 (Refs. 28 and 39) , which leads to average solvation energy of ∼120 cm −1 per added Xe atom. Taking into account the width of the bands and spectral overlap with the bands of monomeric iodine in the matrix, it is understandable that it would be difficult to observe the spectral shift for the complex if it radiates.
It is interesting to compare the situation with the gasphase. Randall et al. observed in the gas-phase that the emission from the first IP tier D-state is very efficiently quenched in the presence of Kr with 193 nm excitation, and the observed emission originates from a "I 2 -Kr cluster band" centered at ∼423 nm. 41 This structure was previously attributed to the formation of I 2 -Kr charge-transfer exciplex observed also in solid Kr. 23 When Xe is used for cluster formation instead of Kr, similar quenching of the D-state and population of the D -state is observed for the low Xe pressures, but for the higher Xe pressures all of the first IP tier emissions are efficiently quenched implying enhancement of non-radiative decay channel similar to our Xe doped matrices. Partly this effect has been attributed in the gas-phase to the reactive quenching and formation of XeI* (emission at 253 nm) excimer by absorption of two 193 nm photons. Note that diatomic species like I*Xe are not typically observed in emission of solid rare gas samples with UV excitation, instead a J. Chem. Phys. 136, 174501 (2012) fast formation of triatomic exciplexes (I − -Rg + 2 ) is observed. 42 Reactive quenching of I 2 by Xe atoms in bulk conditions is also suggested as the reason for significant drops in the rates of collisionally induced nonadiabatic transitions between the second IP tier transitions (transitions from f to F) (Ref. 9). We however do not see any evidence of Xe-induced reactivity of I 2 in emission (dissociation) with the lowest Xe doping levels (<2%) in solid Kr. One can also question whether the Xe-induced non-radiative relaxation to the spin-orbit excited valence states is enough to explain the dramatic relative intensity losses from the first IP tier emissions. This possibility would require existence of another non-radiative channel, in addition to the relaxation to the spin-orbit states. This process would occur most likely through very efficient energy transfer within the I 2 -Xe complex. The complex at least is clearly present in the lowest Xe doping levels in our samples. We acknowledge that efficient "totally dark" quenching of I 2 emissions in the I 2 -Xe complex is a real possibility based on the strong emission intensity drops. However, only direct evidence of non-radiative relaxation we see in this work is the relaxation to the states in the I*-I* limit.
When higher Xe dopings are used dramatic changes are observed. Up to 17% doping, the emissions redshift in a normal way. The second IP tier emissions F → a and f → B show a respective redshifts of 500 cm −1 and ∼400-500 cm −1 within the range of Xe ratios 0%-17%. At 50% doping, a new broad and blue-shifted emission belonging to a triatomic charge-transfer species between iodine atoms and Xenon (I − -Xe + 2 ) has appeared. 43 Helbing and Chergui suggested that the blue-shifted band has also a contribution from an anomalously shifted first IP tier emission, originating from the δstate, only observed with 193 nm excitation. 44 Our systematic doping shows that this is not the case. The first and the second tier IP emissions undergo a normal redshift in the higher Xe doping levels. In pure Xe with 193 nm excitation, we observe mainly two type of transitions: a continuum-type of emission (with a apparent peak-like maximum at 26 500 cm −1 ) with weaker counter parts in the visible (maximum at ∼19 000 cm −1 and ∼22 000 cm −1 ), and sharp valence spinorbit transitions (15 500-14 000 cm −1 region). The emission from the I − -Xe + 2 exciplex is readily observed in I 2 /Xe matrices with 270 nm excitation. 44 Similarly, irradiation of IH with 277 nm excitation in solid Xe leads to rapid photodissociation and three "atomic" I − -Xe + 2 charge-transfer emissions with maxima at ∼388 nm (25 800 cm −1 , 4 2 → 1 2 ), ∼460 nm (21 800 cm −1 , 4 2 → 2 2 ), and ∼560 nm (17 900 cm −1 , 4 2 → 3 2 ) (Ref. 43 ). These transitions are very similar to emissions observed in the I 2 doped Xe with 193 excitation (26 500 cm −1 , 22 000 −1 , 19 000 cm −1 ). Our irradiation studies with 548 nm fs pulses also imply that these "atomic" species are photogenerated by I 2 dissociation in the matrix with 193 excitation (see supplementary material S1 for details 29 ). Interesting notion is that the maxima of the emissions with 193 nm excitation and with fs 548 nm excitation are somewhat distinct from each other, as already argued in Ref. 44 . Most pronounced spectral difference in solid Xe with the two wavelenghts is the lack of the most blue-shifted feature (peak-like maxima at 26 500 cm −1 ) with the 548 nm excitation. Appearance of this feature with 193 nm excitation when the temperature is lowered, 44 or as in our case Xe ratio is increased from 50% to 100%, suggests a possible site effect. In any case, transitions observed in the solid Xe are not from the first IP tier transitions of I 2 .
The conclusions drawn for the low level doping are valid also for high level doping. Increasing the amount of Xe in the matrix brings down energetically the IP states due to solvation leading to crossing with neutral repulsive states correlating with spin-orbit excited iodine atoms. This leads to non-radiative relaxation to the spin-orbit excited states. These effects are clearly seen in our data. The intensity of the emissions from the first IP tier states decreases first and this effect can be seen in the evolution of the main emission band ( Figure 6 ). The depopulation of the first IP tier states can be seen in the disappearance of the red emissions. Simultaneously, the emissions from the spin-orbit excited states appear and gain intensity. Note that for example at 17% Xe doping the emission from the second IP tier is well visible although the red emission of the first IP tier have disappeared.
To summarize the emission results, we observe strong relative drops from the first IP tier emissions in favor of the second IP tier emissions upon doping I 2 /Kr matrices with Xe, implying non-radiative relaxation of the first IP tier population to the doubly spin-excited states. With small Xe doping relaxed emission from the IP states does not show any indication of new emissions. Plausible reason for this is that complexation of I 2 with Xe either induces very efficient nonradiative relaxation or the emission from the complex cannot be separated from the uncomplexed iodine. With higher Xe doping levels IP emissions redshift in a normal way due to increased solvation, leading ultimately to a very efficient population of the spin-excited states. With higher Xe dopings or in pure Xe the I 2 molecule efficiently photodissociates with 193 excitation producing emission from I − -Xe + 2 species.
C. Pump-probe
The pump-probe experiment reveals small spectral changes induced by Xe atom which are very difficult to observe in 193 nm induced emission spectra. The contour plot in Figure 7 shows that the experiment can be used to separate emissions from the second and the first IP tiers (see Figure 1(c) ). The cuts at −3 ps and +3 ps, presented in the lower panels (a) and (b) show slight spectral broadening effects induced by Xe for emissions originating from the first IP tier (−3 ps). For the emission from the second IP tier broadening is not evident (+3 ps). There is an increase in the sideband at 400 nm in the panel (b) but this may be due to emission from the first IP tier states. Time-domain pump-probe dynamics of the I 2 A( 3 1u )-state has been analyzed with great detail in the rare gas matrices, 4, 45-47 mainly from the point of view of cage recombination and predissociation to the A state. The negative time signal in the panel (c) reflects slow Kr cage dynamics 25, 48 (period ∼630 fs) seen through the first IP tier emissions. We propose a multiphoton (1 × 620 nm + 2 × 558 nm) excitation route through the cage bound Astate (see Figure 1 panel (c) ) as the main source for our signal in the negative time delays. This argument is based on our power dependence analysis of the emissions (see supplementary material S4 for details 29 ). At zero time delay (t = 0 ps), the emission spectrum is identical with the negative time delay spectra, implying that the absorbing first IP tier state is directly accessible from the I 2 ground state configuration by a multiphoton excitation. The signal on the positive delays shows also the characteristic Kr cage modulation in the timedomain signal, but this time seen through the higher energy second IP tier emissions. The weaker signal on the positive delays is mainly generated by multiphoton excitation, where the roles of the pulses have been reversed (2 × 558 nm + 1 × 620 nm). On the positive delays the excitation occurs most likely through repulsive doubly spin-exited states of I 2 (I*-I*). This was also the proposed mechanism in a similar experiment by Bihary et al. in solid argon. 25 We investigated the Xe doped matrix also with pulse energies: λ Pump = 558 nm and λ Probe = 500 nm. Using these energies strong first IP tier emissions can be observed with a definite B-state oscillation period up to 5 ps (see supplementary material S3 for details 29 ) . We compared our time-domain oscillation periods from the Xe doped matrix with the pure I 2 /Kr data in Ref. 15 , but we could not observe any notable differences between them.
The pump-probe experiments were designed to show a possible effect of a single Xe atom on the slow cage dynamics or the bound vibrational dynamics of I 2 . However, by comparison of the signals from undoped (Xe = 0%) and doped matrices (Xe = 0.1%) it is evident there is no clear difference between them. Actually, the time traces and the energy spectra in all tried cases are strikingly similar and all observed signals can be attributed to the pure I 2 in solid Kr. This result is somewhat surprising because based on the absorption and simultaneous CARS measurements we know that I 2 -Xe complex is present in our Xe doped samples. Thus the conclusion from the pump-probe experiments is that the 1:1 Xe-I 2 complex does not show any time specific signal. This results suggests that either I 2 -Xe-complex does not radiate (at least not in the studied UV-visible region) or the pertubation in the relaxed emission to the pure I 2 in solid Kr is small enough that we lack selectivity to see the complex. Since the main interest here is the 1:1 complex we did not attempt to expand the experiments towards higher Xe dopings.
As a summary of the pump-probe results, we postulate that the possible reasons for the negative finding are: (i) Enhanced nonradiative relaxation in the complex that leads to escape of the complex from pump-probe detection that relies on detection of relaxed luminescence, or (ii) Solvation energy induced by one Xe atom is small enough that the presence of complexed I 2 cannot be separated from the relaxed IP emission of the uncomplexed I 2 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
Interaction of Xe with I 2 in a krypton matrix has been studied by electronic spectroscopy and pump-probe experiments. The goal of the study was to investigate electronic states and dynamics of 1:1 Xe-I 2 complex in solid Kr. In absorption the complex shows a specific signal redshifted by 2400 cm −1 from the absorption of uncomplexed I 2 . The red-shift can be interpreted to originate from Xe induced symmetry breaking, formation of a polar ion-pair state of I 2 , and its electrostatic solvation in a polarizable Kr host. Possibility of charge-transfer absorption between Xe and I 2 cannot however be ruled out. When more Xe is added to the sample the absorption shifts further to red finally reaching its position in pure Xe host with a total shift of 5700 cm −1 from the gas-phase, indicating that in a Xe matrix the absorbing state is symmetry broken polar state. In emission there is no clear signal that could be assigned to the 1:1 Xe-I 2 complex but small shifts and broadening of the I 2 emissions is observed. Instead, it is found that complexation induces non-radiative relaxation to the spin-excited states of I 2 . This is interpreted to originate from Xe induced increase in electrostatic solvation energy of the ion-pair states which leads to curve crossing of the first tier ion-pair states with the spin-excited valence states. Consistent with this, emissions from the second ion-pair tier gain intensity relative to the emissions from the first ion-pair tier. Emission from the ion-pair states was used as an observable in these experiments. In both cases the observed dynamics was characteristic of matrix-isolated I 2 and no clear signals specific to the I 2 -Xe complex were observed. Possible reason for this is that the complex relaxes non-radiatively.
